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Canadian Cloud Computing - Platform for
an Innovation Nation
As it is across the
world, more and more
CIOs in Canada are
turning to the Cloud as
their primary model
for IT delivery.
For the purposes of our webinar series
and best practices guide, we de ne
Canadian Cloud Computing to be the
sum total of all the expertise and
services Canadian CIOs need to
implement Cloud solutions, meaning
locally provided consulting services to
access Cloud options delivered from
outside of Canada, as well as within it.
In our guide we’ll document the
decision process you can follow to
determine the best solution, through
featuring inputs from local experts,
showcasing Cloud Solution Blueprints,
recipes for common IT requirements.

Canadian Cloud Data
Privacy
However within this overall scope by far
the most de ning characteristic of
Canadian Cloud is the data residency
aspect.
For
many
organizations
especially those in regulated industries
the blanket need to have data protected
by local Canadian laws will be an
overriding requirement, and so this will
be a central feature of the guide.
Many software vendors seeking to
personalize their products for the
Canadian
market
have
therefore
deployed locally hosted o erings, such
as Hubshare.
This highlights how the global Cloud
providers AWS, Microsoft and Google
have set up local Canadian data centres
so that they can comply with the core
requirement
of
Canadian
data
residency. Here is a video of IT World
Canada interviewing AWS CTO Werner
Vogels to discuss their launch in 2016.
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AWS launched a Canadian zone in 2016,
signing a framework agreement with the
government in 2019, with the details of
their Protected B services described
here. By December 2019 AWS were
reporting a rapidly expanding footprint
across the country, with key Canadian
sectors like Oil & Gas adopting their
services, as well as Government.

Keynote clients include the University
Health Network, and the Canadian
Government is also engaging with
Microsoft for Cloud, also being certi ed
for Protected B data hosting and signing
a contract to adopt their O ce 365
service. They have also made available a
series of blueprints to help manage and
monitor compliance obligations.

Major partners include VMware – Sean
Forkan, Country Manager for VMware
Canada discusses with Eric Gales, AWS
Canada Director, how VMware Cloud on
AWS is helping Canadian organizations
to transform for future success.

In March 2020 Google announced a new
Toronto region, signing a 10 year deal
with Telus and being awarded status on
the
Canadian
Government
cloud
framework.

Microsoft
describes
how
their
investment into Canadian Cloud will fuel
innovation in Canada, announcing that it
is undertaking the largest expansion of
its Canadian-based cloud computing
infrastructure since the launch of two
Canadian cloud datacentre regions in
2016. As part of the announcement,
Microsoft will
be adding Azure
Availability Zones in the Azure Canada
Central region, increasing compute
capacity by more than 1300% since the
region was rst brought online in 2016.

Cloud Solution Design
To the point of our guide it’s not always
the case that an AWS or Azure will be
the best t for your requirements.
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There are many factors to consider even
the basics of the vendor relationship
you can hope for when working with a
large global business versus a small,
locally owned company, and for some
workloads a more traditional managed
or co-located service may be what you
need. The Canadian Government has
de ned a ‘Right Cloud’ decision
framework to guide this selection
process.
Furthermore the science of ‘Canadian
Data Privacy’ has also evolved over the
recent years to become a much more
nuanced and sophisticated discussion,
than simply a function of being hosted
in Canada.
FuseForward provide this introductory
overview of the topic and McMillan LLP
this detailed walk through of the legal
landscape. Cloud providers have made
clear e orts to position their services as
compliant with these requirements,
such as AWS tailoring theirs even down
to a level of Nova Scotian Healthcare
data.

CBC reported on how this is an evolving
landscape,
with
an
increasingly
accepted concept being recognized into
Canada’s new digital charter that users
themselves should have control over
their personal information, highlighting
relevant innovations such as the
‘Canadian Shield‘ from CIRA.
Being able to protect systems to enforce
and safeguard these policies is a
function
of
suitably
capable
Cybersecurity, and so hand in hand with
Privacy legislation and practices we’ll
review associated best practices in this
eld, within a context of Building
Canada’s Cybersecurity Policy.

Accelerating Canadian
Innovation
Most importantly is the role the Cloud
will play in accelerating innovation in
Canada. Kevin Carmichael writes for the
Financial Post on the core ideal central
to our initiative:

“Oil remains a pillar of Canada’s
economy, but it’s the digital economy
that’s driving growth.”
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He reports on the challenges the nation
faces transitioning from its historical
resources economy to the new digital
economy, citing examples such as
Statistics Canada only collating retail
spending from those businesses with a
physical store, not the massive online
trade with suppliers like Amazon.

As the rst example of Statistics Canada
highlights, the Canadian public sector is
being empowered with a platform for
accelerated
digital
innovation
–
Harnessing the Cloud will enable them
to more rapidly develop and deploy new
digital services that serve Canadians in
new, faster and more e cient ways.

This is a pertinent example, as Statistics
Canada are one of the agencies
migrating to the Cloud, speci cally for
the purposes of modernizing how they
work to embrace this transition.

Importantly there are of course also
local Canadian rms who o er data
centre, Cloud hosting and application
services. As adoption grows it will form
a ‘rising tide’ e ect that bene ts all
suppliers, greatly accelerating Canada’s
digital economy as they increase and
improve
the
innovation-enabling
services they o er.

They’re adopting a Hybrid Cloud
strategy, and ‘believe working with
private sector cloud specialists will
bring numerous bene ts, such as
a ordable access to new technologies,
additional processing power, additional
storage and more timely provision of
data to researchers and the public’.

It will even act as an accelerant in terms
of attracting new businesses to Canada
– For example UK-based iLand recently
opened a Canadian data centre.
Thus across many dimensions Canada’s
digital economy will be forged upon and
accelerated
by
Canadian
Cloud
computing.
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Cloud Adoption Best Practices for
Canadian Digital Government
The adoption of Cloud
Computing is central to the
Canadian Government’s
ambitions for a world class
Digital Government.
They publish their Cloud adoption
strategy and best practices here,
providing guidance on key topics such
as Data Residency Requirements.
Data Sovereignty, Security and Risk
Management.

Government of Canada
Right Cloud Selection
Guidance
Given the diversity of the IT landscape, a
one-cloud- ts-all solution will not serve
all needs. The GC Right Cloud
strategy enables CIOs to adopt the
deployment model that best suits their
business needs.

The Cloud Adoption Strategy proposes
increasing levels of bene t in line with
the scope of outsourcing.
What should be outsourced is regulated
through the classi cation of data
security, de ning levels, Protected A, B
and C, and from that enabling
associated services – Early adopters
include Shared Services Canada,
allocating $200m to migrate legacy
systems to the Cloud.

The GC Cloud Adoption Strategy puts
forward a series of adoption principles
for CIOs to consider when choosing and
using services with the con dence that
they will be maximizing the bene ts of
cloud, when cloud is appropriate, while
ensuring the protection and privacy of
Canadian’s data. The onus is on the
department to demonstrate which
deployment model is right for their
business context.
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Nova Scotia – SaaS for
Business
Transformation
This promotional video from SAP
SuccessFactors provides an excellent
example of Government adoption of the
SaaS deployment model, and how it has
enabled
Nova
Scotia’s
digital
transformation strategy.
Kevin Briand, Executive Director of
Business Solutions, explains that the
province is going through a signi cant
digital transformation initiative.
The primary use case for this particular
project is that Nova Scotia has eight
school boards, each doing recruitment
slightly di erently. So the goal of
implementing SuccessFactors is to
rationalize these into a single, common
approach.

This is part of the Shared Services
initiative,
intended
to
guide
government’s e orts to share services
across departments, select Crown
corporations and the health sector,
intended to realize signi cant savings
through this large scale e ciency.
Nova Scotia’s move to the Cloud has
been a measured one; their analysis
identi ed that moving to Ariba would
account for over half of the cost savings
they would enjoy, in excess of $25-30
million.
Before their approach saw each
individual hospital implement their own
procurement practices, each buying for
a di erent price. Standardizing on Ariba
enabled them to build a single
catalogue for the whole province of the
best negotiated pricing. Nova Scotia has
applied
this
consolidation
and
centralization
across
multiple
procurement categories, such as AR, AP
and materials management.
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British Columbia : Hosting and Application
Development Framework
In addition to the
Federal Government
Cloud standards,
Provincial
Government’s are also
developing adoption
models.
For example the
Government of British
Columbia is creating a
Hosting and Application
Development Framework
(HADF) to accelerate digital
change across government.

The primary objective is to support their
ongoing shift to Digital Government –
HADF will support a shift in the digital
delivery model over the next three
years, during which time the current
outsourcing of data centre and
managed services will be up for
renewal.
The main deliverables they are seeking
from this engagement is a shared
learning program, decision making
framework and the development of
Playbooks consisting of reference
architectures, patterns, and other
guidance instruments.

It is envisioned as a government-wide
approach to modernize hosting and the
ways that government develops and
delivers applications for digital services,
and has been modeled on best
practices from around the world while
aligning with government’s current IT
footprint.
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The strategy will inform the future
direction of managed hosting and data
centre services for government as well
as
application
development
and
software
services,
such
that
it
addresses:
An improved OCIO service model
for hosting. Ministries are seeking
alternatives to the current model
but are unsure of options and
burdened with the current state.
Clear policies and guidelines,
enterprise-level
agreements,
predictable timelines and easy-toaccess solutions.

British Columbia : Hosting and Application Development Framework

Cloud-Powered Digital Government:
Developing a Digital Ready Public Service
in Canada
Tens of thousands of active
customers of all sizes, from
the National Bank of
Canada to Goodlife Fitness,
use AWS to transform the
way they do business.
AWS launched a Canadian zone in 2016,
signing a framework agreement with the
government in 2019, with the details of
their Protected B services described
here.
By December 2019 AWS were reporting
a rapidly expanding footprint across the
country, with key Canadian sectors like
Oil & Gas adopting their services, as
well as Government.

AWS for Public Sector
At their Ottawa Public Sector Summit
AWS assembled an expert panel to
explore the culture and skills challenges
of this scale and depth of Cloud
adoption for the Canadian Government.

AWS public policy experts debated the
topic with Olivia Neal of the Treasury
Board, who makes the keynote point
that continual learning is the essential
dynamic, achieved through new models
and mindsets for public sector
employment, like the Gig Economy,
encouraging more uid movement in
and out of the sector rather than a
single lifelong journey where the
academic skills gained to begin that
journey also mark the end of their
education.
From 10m:00 Dr. Wendy Cukier provides
a detailed synopsis of her research into
the gender and diversity aspects of this
challenge, including how 40% of public
sector organizations don’t consider
themselves
ready
for
digital
transformation, and that there is a very
low
representation
especially
of
younger women, highlighting the
stunning fact that there are less women
in Computer Science now than there
was in 1989.
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Wendy also makes the critical point that
it’s not just tech skills that are holding
back growth, identifying that for very
advanced tech rms like AI companies,
it’s actually a lack of business personnel
such as Sales and Marketing that is the
issue.
From 17m:45 she then talks through an
eight point set of recommendations,
concluding that the headline strategy is
not to view diversity and digital skills
needs as a narrow HR function, but as a
holistic embrace of modernization
overall, transforming traditional work
culture to one that is more uid and
exible to attract younger talent,
mirroring Olivia’s point.
At their 2019 Ottawa Public Sector
Summit Rejean Bourgault, who heads
up AWS Canada’s government team,
leads a comprehensive walk through of
AWS in Canada, their product portfolio
and how it is being used to stimulate
and enable innovative new digital
services, including a case study from
Economic Development Canada.

Ontario – Building 21st
Century Government
on the AWS Cloud
By using AWS, the Government of
Ontario is able to make government
information and services accessible to
everyone. This video interview with
Zeena Abdulla describes their journey to
the Cloud.
The Government of Ontario, Canada’s
largest province with about 14 million
people, looks after everything from
healthcare
and
education
to
transportation and the environment.
With the mandate to provide citizens
with services clearly, quickly, and
reliably, the Ontario Digital Services
team turned to AWS to experiment with
its website, Ontario.ca.
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By shifting the website to the AWS
Cloud, the site stopped going down,
they had a disaster recovery solution,
and auto-scaling capabilities, all without
requiring an expensive infrastructure
purchase.
Zeena Abdulla describes how despite
the size of the province, the Ontario
Digital Service actually started very
small with a limited budget, a constraint
that led them to explore the use of AWS.
To begin with they knew very little about
the service, and through trial and error
they mastered the technology and this
empowered their technology experts.
Zeena says:

“If you want to be a 21st century
government, working in the
open,
sharing,
working
iteratively, experimenting are
the key skills you need. This is
the future, and a team that is
really small and may not have
the craziest skill sets can actually
do pretty mighty things with the
right tools, and that would be my
message to other governments,
to other public servants, just
believe you can do great things.”
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Scotiabank: Exemplar Blueprint for
Building a 'Digital Factory' to Accelerate
Digital Innovation
With a goal of building a
world leading Canadian
digital nation, we can think
of CIOs and the sum total of
transformation initiatives
they lead being the
backbone of the e ort to
achieve this.
Central to the success of these
programs is the shift to Cloud
computing, and our best practices guide
examines the detail of how Canada’s
pioneering enterprise organizations are
harnessing it to achieve digital
transformation.
A keynote example is Scotiabank. At 180
years old their digital strategy truly
represents a modernization of the
oldest to the newest practices.

Some of their digital innovations include
interactive screen media in branches,
‘eHOME‘, where Canadians can apply for
a mortgage completely online and track
the application status through real-time
updates, and in this video they explain
the value of digital banking in the era of
Covid-19.

Digital Factories
They’re
also
applying
innovative
organizational concepts to advance
these technology innovations, notably
their use of ‘Digital Factories‘, explained
in this AmericanBanker interview with
Chief Digital O cer Shawn Rose.
Shawn says the bank has set up ve
such factories, one each in Canada,
Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru, which
enables them to develop central best
practices while also localizing speci c
functionality that’s unique to each
country.
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In essence they’ve created an internal
banking-as-a-service platform, a design
system called Canvas. This enables a
swipe function for their applications,
where you swipe-right to initiate
transfers. Their latest round of
innovations, named ‘Nova’, has seen
them migrate 2.6 million of their
customers their previous application to
a new Android and iOS one.
This has enjoyed over 90,000 4.5+
ratings and reviews in the Apple app
store, up from 2.4 just a couple of years
before, adding 400,000 new customers
using the app, achieved a lot through
viral word-of-mouth recommendations.
It’s also facilitated better security –
Those using biometric authentication
has gone up from 45% to 80%.

Accelerating
Innovation Pipelines
In this video Justin Arbuckle, Senior Vice
President for the Platform Organization
at Scotiabank, shares his experiences of
their Cloud journey, the organizational
transformation they have undertaken to
make these types of innovations
possible.
He emphasizes that Cloud is a method,
not a location. It is less about where
applications and data are deployed, and
more about how they are developed
and how organizations are modernized
to achieve this.
Describing the “two island problem” –
Many years of highly fragmented data
and layers of legacy systems, existing in
tandem with a set of new Cloud Native
apps, he de nes the primary goal of the
Cloud method being to build a bridge
between these two islands.
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To address this they have developed
‘the
Accelerator’,
a
software
development pipeline, which takes all of
the steps needed to safely deploy code
to production and creates an abstracted
layer that synthesizes all the tools
required for both legacy and Cloud
Native apps. IT World reported on how
they have open sourced the technology
to tap into a collective innovation
capacity.
Fundamentally what this accelerates is
change throughput; new innovations
can be moved through the organization
quicker, through a continual process of
improvement. This was the key learned
lesson for Scotiabank – How you are
getting code to the Cloud is the key
success factor.
Achieving this sustained high velocity
requires
di cult
transformation,
particularly in terms of people and
culture. It requires a new way of
organizing, a new way of building teams,
trust
and
relationships
with
stakeholders.
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